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Abstract: The assembled foundations of transmission lines can effectively promote the standardization, 

modularization and mass productions of tower foundations. Meanwhile, they can ensure a higher quality, 

improve the efficiency and mechanization level of construction, and make innovations in the construction 

mode of transmission lines. Through modifications and improvements in layout type of scaffolds and 

connection mode, the eccentric assembled foundation consisting of concrete laths and angle steel scaffolds 

can make the force bearing on foundation more reasonable, and effectively save the steel consumption. 

Real-model tensile and compressive tests were conducted on the hard clay along the direction of main 

member and diagonal member of the tower leg. Test results further confirm the foundation's favorable bearing 

performance, which provides a support for its engineering applications. 

Introduction 

The construction period of the tower foundation of power transmission lines accounts for roughly 50% of the 

project duration. The transport volume and cost for the construction of tower foundations occupy 60% and 

35% of those of the whole project, respectively. The transmission line foundations have various types. In 

some transmission line projects with harsh natural conditions such as high attitude, water deficit, and difficult 

sand and stone collections, long transport distance and tight schedule, the assembled foundations are widely 

adopted owing to their favorable economic and social benefits [1-4]. The assembled foundations can effectively 

promote the standardization, modularization and mass production of tower foundations. Besides, they can 

guarantee a higher quality, enhance the construction efficiency and mechanization level, and make innovations 

in the construction mode of transmission lines [5]. 

In terms of connection mode, the assembled foundations are classified into four main types: 1) solid joint of 

straight column, 2) straight column splicing, 3) direct footing burial, and 4) direct insertion of main member. In 

terms of material selection, there are 1) all-metal assembled foundations, 2) precast concrete assembled 

foundations, and 3) those consisting of concrete laths and section steels [6]. 

Since the tower foundations are frequently subjected to the joint action of uplifting load and horizontal load, 

the bending moment of the foundation slab can be remarkably reduced by adopting an eccentric structure. 

Thereby, the force condition of the foundation can be significantly improved [7, 8]. The eccentric assembled 

foundations consisting of concrete laths and angle steel scaffold (hereinafter referred to as the eccentric 

assembled foundations) combines the characteristics of assembled foundation and eccentric structure. 

However, their mechanical properties and load bearing characteristics are still unclear. 

Therefore, we conducted the real model tests of eccentric assembled foundations in the clay. By measuring 

the variation rules of the top displacement of the foundations and the surface vertical displacement, the 

anti-pulling performance and the bearing mechanism of eccentric assembled foundations were analyzed. The 

analysis results provide technical supports for the popularization of eccentric assembled foundations in 

transmission lines. 
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Test scheme 

Overview of the test site. The test site is located at Liang Village, Fangshan District, Beijing. The local soil 

belongs to the back-filled tough clay, the primary physical and mechanical parameters of which are listed in 

Table 1. The light dynamic penetration test results indicate that, the back-filled clay at the depth of 1.0 ~ 2.0 

m has favorable compaction effect. The shallow plate loading test results indicate that, the characteristic value 

fak of the bearing capacity of the surface soil is 145 kPa. 

Table 1  Main Physical and mechanical parameters of backfill clay 

Bulk density 

γ /kN/m
3
 

Moisture content 

w /% 

Cohesion 

φ  /kPa 

Internal friction angle 

φ  /° 

Plasticity index 

Ip 

18.90 15.10 29.1 24.0 10.5 

 

Structure and size of the test foundations. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the eccentric assembled 

foundation. In terms of structural style, the section steel scaffold is inclined; the projection point of the scaffold 

vertex onto the basement fails to coincide with the basement center, but is eccentric along the direction of the 

bottom slab's symmetry axis which is parallel to the longitudinal axis of beam. In terms of connection mode, 

the section steel scaffolds and the upper tower legs are characterized by a plug-in-like connection, i.e., the 

main members and diagonal members of tower legs are connected to four landing legs of the foundation 

scaffold with the cross-shaped welded plates and bolts. This connection mode is simple, and the tower leg 

plate and the connection steel plate at the top of scaffold are saved. Through the improvements and 

modifications in the layout type of scaffolds and connection mode, the eccentric assembled foundation is more 

reasonable in force bearing and the steel usage can be effectively saved. 

The foundation has a burial depth of 3 m. The foundation slab, with the size of 3.12m×3.12m, consists of 7 

concrete laths and 2 concrete beams, in which the lath is 300 mm in width and the maximum clear distance 

between slabs is 170 mm. The lath and beam are connected by bolts. The foundation scaffold is composed of 

4 main members (L110×10 section steel) and 8 diagonal members (L65×5 section steel). The section steel 

scaffolds are connected to the main and diagonal members of tower leg with the cross-shaped welded plates 

and bolts. 

     
       (a) eccentric structure          (b) connection mode    (c) foundation construction 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the eccentric assembled foundation 

Tests under the loading conditions. The real mode tests were conducted under two operating conditions that 

the foundation was pulled and compressed along the direction of tower leg angle. Through the loading on the 

main and diagonal members of tower leg along three directions, the forces of the upper tower on the 

foundation were simulated. Table 1 lists the designed loading values of the foundation. 

Loading system in the test. Fig. 2 shows the loading system in the test. Fig. 2 (a) shows the tensile system 

whose load is applied along the direction of tower leg. In this system, the main member of tower leg is loaded 

by the jack, while the two diagonal members are loaded by a device consisting of pulleys, steel wire rope and 
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tension sensor. Fig. 2 (b) shows the compressive system whose load is applied along the direction of tower leg, 

in which the main and diagonal members of tower leg are loaded by the jack. 

Table 2 Maximum forces on the foundation 

Load 

 

 

Loading condition 

Internal forces of the main and diagonal member of tower leg / kN 

main member of tower leg front diagonal member of tower leg lateral diagonal member of tower leg 

Tensile tests 560 54 54 

Compressive tests -720 -55 -55 

                    
(a) Tensile system                           (b) Compressive system 

Fig. 2 Tensile and compressive loading systems with the load applied along the direction of tower leg 

Test results and analyses 

Tensile tests with the loading direction according with the angle of tower leg. Fig. 3 presents the 

load-displacement curves of the tensile tests whose load accords with the angle of tower leg. It can be 

observed from Fig. 3 (a) and (b) that, at the initial stage of loading, the load displacement is almost linear; an 

obvious inflection point appears when the main member is loaded at 616 kN and the diagonal member at 59 

kN. At the late stage of loading, the variation rate of displacement increases significantly. The ultimate bearing 

capacity of the foundation is considered to be 616 kN in the direction of main member and 59 kN in the 

direction of diagonal member. The two values are 1.1 times that of the design values, which means the 

foundation satisfies the design requirements. Fig. 3 (c) shows the load-displacement curves at the surface 

displacement monitoring points, from which we can observe that the surface displacement at the center of the 

bottom slab is greatest and decreases towards both sides. 

 
(a) Main member of tower leg       (b) Diagonal member of tower leg     (c) Surface displacement monitoring point 

Fig. 3 Load-displacement curves of the tensile tests with loading direction in accord with the angle of tower leg 

 

Compressive tests with the loading direction according with the angle of tower leg. Fig. 4 shows the 

load-displacement curves of the compressive tests whose loading direction is in accord with the angle of 

tower leg. As shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), the load-displacement curves are basically linear; the maximum 

bearing capacities of the foundation are 1296 kN (for the main member) and 99 kN (for the diagonal 

member), which are 1.8 times that of the design values. It suggests that the foundation satisfies the design 

requirements. Fig. 4 (c) shows the load-displacement curves at the surface displacement monitoring points. It 

can be seen that the maximum settlement point is located at the center of bottom slab rather than the center of 

top tower leg, and the displacement decreases gradually towards both sides. 
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(a) Main member of tower leg      (b) Diagonal member of tower leg      (c) Surface displacement monitoring point 

Fig. 4 Load-displacement curves of the compressive tests with loading direction in accord with the angle of tower leg 

Conclusions 

Test results indicate that the ultimate tensile bearing capacity of the foundation is 1.1 times that of the design 

value, and the ultimate compressive bearing capacity is 1.8 times that of the design value. The maximum 

surface displacement is located at the center of the bottom slab's lath rather than the center of welded plate on 

the top. During the tests, no collapse between section steel scaffolds and concrete laths appears. The 

eccentric assembled foundations satisfy the design requirements and can be applied in practical projects. 

This paper is supported by fund of Science and Technology Project of State Grid Corporation of China 

(GCB17201400134).  
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